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To: All international aviation regulating bodies and foreign air carriers operating to Israel:  

 
 

Subject:   Declaration regarding the safe operation of Ben-Gurion Airport during 
Operation "Protective Edge" in Gaza 

 
 

1. As Israel's sole international airport, Ben-Gurion Airport is considered a national 
strategic asset of the highest importance. It is Israel's single gateway and 
connection to the outside world. 
 

2. The Civil Aviation authority, in close coordination with The Israeli Airport 
Authority and the Israeli Air force, has been working for the last two years on 
preparing a plan for Ben-Gurion's continued operation in the event of Palestinian 
rocket attacks on Israel's central region, where the airport is located. The 
foundation of this contingency plan was the deployment of "Iron Dome" anti-
rocket defense systems throughout Israel's center,  in order to provide this central  
region's population (numbering over one million citizens), and Ben-Gurion 
Airport in particular, with protection against rocket attacks. 

  
3. The plan to enable the uninterrupted flow of international aviation to and from 

Israel, with special emphasis on defending Ben-Gurion airport, is based on three 
tiers: 

a. Re-routing incoming and outgoing traffic into corridors separated from the 
Iron Dome interceptors, and a complete ban of civil aviation traffic into 
areas that are covered by the Iron dome interceptors. This allows full Iron 
Dome defensive coverage of the entire Ben-Gurion Vicinity, without 
jeopardizing incoming and outgoing traffic in any way.  

b. The Iron dome launch batteries covering Ben-Gurion Airport operate under 
a specific set of procedures which I cannot go into in detail due to security 
reasons. I would like to note, however,  that out of over 2250 rockets fired 
from Gaza into Israeli territory (a portion of which have been directed at 
Israel's center), not a single one has landed in Ben-Gurion Airport. The 
Iron Dome system's remarkable ability to - 
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i. predict an incoming rocket's trajectory;  
ii. pinpoint its projected point of impact; and, 

iii. if necessary, launch two anti-rocket missiles (achieving a 99% 
intercept chance) at the incoming rocket,  

- all within the 3.5 minutes it takes a rocket to reach Israel's Center from 
Gaza, has ensured Ben-Gurion's continued normal operation under fire. In 
the last two weeks, Ben-Gurion has facilitated over 6000 movements with 
no interruption, while maintaining the usual high levels of safety, in 
accordance with international standards.  

c. Ben-Gurion's management has issued a set of clear instructions for ground 
operations under six identified possible threat cases. These instructions 
have been circulated and drilled, and are known to anyone operating in 
Ben-Gurion.  
  

4. Israel's Government has no doubt whatsoever regarding its ability to safely operate 
Ben-Gurion even in this unstable period. Israeli aviation, along with 20 or so 
foreign airlines, are still operating on schedule to and from the airport, and will 
continue to do so around the clock. 
  

5. Possible Questions   & Answers: 
a. Does the destruction of the Malaysian Airline flight in the Ukraine not 

underscore the possible threat to aviation operating in Ben Gurion? 
Malaysian Airlines flight MH117 was shot down by a Surface-to-Air 
missile battery (designed expressly for the purpose of shooting airplanes 
out of the sky), whose crew actively guided the missile to hit its chosen 
target. None of these factors apply to the kind of threat Israel, and Ben-
Gurion in particular, are facing today from unguided rockets, which are 
entirely different from missiles.  

b. What about the rocket which impacted in the close environs of Ben-
Gurion? 
The July 22nd rocket attack impacted at a distance of approximately one 
mile from the airport's outer perimeter fence. The Israeli Air force, 
responsible for intercepting the rocket via the Iron Dome system, was 
aware of the projected impact point almost three minutes beforehand, and 
realized that it would hit outside Ben-Gurion's borders. In this particular 
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case, the Air force chose not to intercept the rocket, for calculated reasons 
completely unrelated to Ben-Gurion.  

c. What is the potential danger from a rocket attack to an airplane in-
between boarding and take off? 
An operations study conducted by the Israeli Air force (taking into 
consideration all possible parameters) has concluded that the chance of an 
airplane being hit by a random rocket during this phase is negligible, 
estimated at one in a hundred million (1 in 10-8). 

d. What are the chances of an aircraft flying through Israeli airspace 
being hit by a random rocket launched from Gaza? 
Based on the aforementioned study, the chances of this remote possibility 
are one in a billion (a thousand millions, or 1 in 10-9). 

6. To conclude: Aviation is, at the end of the day, an exercise in calculated risk 
management. I wish to emphasize that the CAAI, after carefully and thoroughly 
examining all specifications and risk management analysis studies prepared for the 
Iron Dome defense plan, has approved the continued operation of Ben-Gurion 
under the current situation.  
 

7. This is the essence of the plan to enable the safe, continuous and uninterrupted 
operation of Civil Aviation in Israel, with particular emphasis on defending Ben-
Gurion Airport. The plan was presented to and approved by the Israeli cabinet of 
ministers.  
 

We welcome any further queries and call upon all foreign international air 
carriers to resume operations to Israel.  

 

      Respectfully, 

       
      Giora Romm 
      Director General 

 


